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Semantic web services represent an important and actual research area in computer science.
A very popular topic in this area is the composition of semantic web services, which can be
used for obtaining new semantic web services from existing ones. Based on a representation
method for the semantic descriptions of semantic web services, that we had previously proposed, we propose a multi-agent system for the composition of semantic web services based
on complexity functions and learning algorithms. Our system starts as a semi-automatic composition system, but after it gathers (using learning algorithms) sufficient information about
the knowledge domain in which it is used, the system is able to perform compositions of semantic web services automatically. Based on the previously proposed representation method,
this paper describes the structure and the main algorithms of the proposed system. The paper
also presents an example of using the proposed system and some experimental results.
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1

Introduction
These days, semantic web services represent an important and actual research area in
computer science. One of the main topics in
this area is the composition of semantic web
services, the main goal being to obtain new
semantic web services by composing existing
ones.
In [1] the we propose the following classes of
semantic web services composition methods:
semi-automatic composition (see [2]), AI
planning (see [3][4][5]), agents and multiagent systems (see [6][7]), logic languages
and rules (see [8][9]), and bio-inspired methods (see [10][11]). One of the main conclusions of our analysis presented in [1] is that
most of the semantic web services composition methods are automatic methods.
In [12] we propose a method for representing
the semantic description of a semantic web
service using complexity functions; for information related to complexity functions,
see, for example [13][14]. This new representation method is presented in [12] in a
formal way, by proposing several definitions
and theorems.
In this paper we propose a multi-agent system for the composition of semantic web serDOI: 10.12948/issn14531305/18.2.2014.07

vices based on the semantic descriptions representation method proposed in [12]. At the
beginning, our method is semi-automatic,
since it gathers information about the
knowledge domain in which it is used. Later,
after several uses of the method for the same
knowledge domain, the method becomes automatic and it doesn’t ask new information
from the user. The main idea is that our
method starts by being semi-automatic,
learns the knowledge domain in which it
works by using several learning algorithms
and then it becomes automatic and doesn’t
need new information from the user for solving the semantic web services composition
problem. Consequently, given a knowledge
domain to work with, and a period of training, our method can be considered an automatic composition method.
Taking into account the analysis made in [1],
we can say that our automatic method belongs to the class ‘agents and multi-agent
systems’. An important element of originality
of our composition method is that it uses a
new representation method for the semantic
descriptions, the one proposed in [12].
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents some concepts proposed in [12] that
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are necessary for this paper. Section 3
proposes a way to enrich the semantic
description of a semantic web service
(represented using the method proposed in
[12]). Section 4 describes the proposed multiagent system for the composition of semantic
web services. In Section 5 we present the
main algorithms used by our system. Section
6 contains an example of using the proposed
system. In Section 7 we present some
experimental results. Finally, Section 8
contains the conclusions of the paper.
2 Representation of the Semantic Description Of A Semantic Web Service
In this section we present some concepts
proposed in [12] that are necessary for understanding the system proposed in this paper.
2.1 Dictionary
In [12], we first consider a set of words W, in
which each word is considered to have a single meaning for the discussed knowledge
domain. Then, we define a binary relation  s
that verifies if two words from W have the
same meaning; this relation is an equivalence
relation on W. We also consider the family of
equivalence classes determined by  s on W,
(Ci )1i  NC , where NC represents the number
of equivalence classes (all the words of a
given class Ci have the same meaning). In
this way (Ci )1i  NC can be seen as a partition
of the set of words W. The family of equivalence classes (Ci )1i  NC is called a dictionary.
The meaning of a word is the index of the
equivalence class to which it belongs (for the
formal definition of the meaning of a word,
see [12]).
2.2 A Method to Represent a Semantic Description
In [12], we also propose a way of representing a semantic description as a complexity
function, i.e. a function f : N *  R* , where
N * is the set of positive integers and R * is
the set of positive real numbers. We will ex-
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plain this representation method using an example. First we present a version of the function “mod” called “mod*”[12]: “n mod* NC =
n mod NC, if n mod NC  0 and n mod* NC
= NC, if n mod NC = 0”. Next, we consider
the following example: we assume that the
semantic description (of a web service) expressed in words is w1 w2 w3 where
w1 , w2 , w3 are words from W such that
w1  C1 , w2  C5 , w3  C7 (we assume that
NC  7); then, the corresponding semantic
description expressed as a complexity function has the form: sd(n) = n + 1, if (n mod*
NC)  {1, 5, 7} and sd(n) = 1 / (n + 1), otherwise.
In addition, in [12], we propose two approximations of a semantic description. We explain here these approximations using two
examples: 1) if the initial semantic description contains the word animal, an approximation of type 1 is a semantic description, similar with the initial one, that has the word cat
instead of the word animal (the word cat is
less general in terms of meaning than the
word animal); 2) if the initial semantic description contains the word cat, an approximation of type 2 is a semantic description,
similar with the initial one, that has the word
animal instead of the word cat (the word animal is more general in terms of meaning
than the word cat).
3 Enriching the Semantics of the Semantic
Descriptions
In this section we enrich the semantics of the
semantic descriptions (represented using the
method proposed in [12]) by adding for each
semantic
description
the
following
information: for each input value n of the
function that represents the semantic
description, we store the number of words of
the initial semantic description expressed in
words that belong to the equivalence class
C n mod* NC .
We define the function noApp with the
following form (see (1)):
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noApp : S  N *  N *
noApp( sd , n)  the number of words from sdw that belong

(1)

to the equivalence class C n mod* NC

where by S we denoted the set of all semantic
descriptions represented as complexity
functions.
In Example 1 we show how this additional
semantic information can be used by our
system in order to extract a sub-semantic
description from a given semantic
description.
Example 1
Let be NC  100 . Consider two semantic
descriptions sd 1 , sd 2  S with the following
forms (see (2), (3)):

 n  1,
(n mod * NC )  {25, 73, 91} (2)
sd1 (n )  
otherwise
1 /(n  1),

 n  1,
( n mod * NC )  {25, 91}
(3)
sd 2 (n )  
otherwise
1 /( n  1),

The non-zero values of the function noApp
that we need are (see (4)):

noApp ( sd 1 ,25)  2, noApp ( sd 1 ,73)  1, noApp ( sd 1 ,91)  1
noApp ( sd 2 ,25)  1, noApp ( sd 2 ,91)  1

It is easy to observe that sd 2 is a subsemantic description of sd 1 . The semantic
description that result after extracting sd 2
from sd 1 has the following form (see (5)):

(4)

description sd (not the restriction of this
function).

noApp(sd3 ,25)  1, noApp(sd3 ,73)  1 (6)

4 Proposed System
The structure of the software system used for
generating a web service by decomposing its
semantic description is described in Figure 1
and it is composed by 8 modules: Processing
Module, Decomposition Module, Semantic
Descriptions Comparing Module, Words
Module,
Semantic
Descriptions
Approximation
Module,
Composition
Module, Semantic Web Services Module,
and Feedback Module.

Remark 1
For practical reasons, given a semantic
description expressed as complexity function,
sd : N *  R* , our system will use a
restriction of sd, defined on the set {1, 2, …,
NC}. This restriction will represent all the
information of the initial semantic
description expressed in words, and it has the
advantage that can be represented as a finite
vector of real numbers. For examples and
explanations, we will use the semantic

4.1 Processing Module
Processing Module has a single component:
Processing Agent. This agent receives the
semantic description SD of the web service
that must be generated by the system, runs
the main algorithm, communicates with other
agents (Decomposition Agent, Semantic
Descriptions Comparing Agent, Words
Inequality Comparing Agent, Words Equality
Comparing Agent, Words Searching Agent,
Semantic
Descriptions
Approximating

 n  1,
(n mod * NC )  {25, 73}
(5)
sd3 (n )  
otherwise
1 /(n  1),

and the non-zero values of the function
noApp are (see (6)):
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Agent, Composition Agent, and Semantic
Web Services Searching Agent) in order to
solve the problem, and sends to the user the
complete semantic description CD (i.e. all
the information needed for using the
composed semantic web service that
corresponds to the semantic description SD).
Processing Agent has also the role of
translating a semantic description from the
form expressed in words, into the form
presented in Section 2.
During the solving process, Processing Agent
sends to the user a proposal of decomposition
of the semantic description SD. If the user
response is affirmative then Processing
Agent initiate the composition of the
semantic web services indicated by the
decomposition of SD. Otherwise, Semantic
Descriptions Dictionary is updated and the
part of the decomposition that was not
satisfactory is repaired. It is also possible that
Processing Agent to send an incomplete
decomposition to the user in the case in
which the decomposition algorithm cannot
find a solution because of a wrong
decomposition choice. In that case, the
response of the user can improve the
decomposition process.
The Processing Agent also has the following
role: if for a given semantic description
correspond several semantic web services,
then the agent asks the user which is the
correct choice in a given situation. Using the
interactions with the human user related to
this problem, the agent computes a ranking
of the semantic web services for each such
semantic description. Of course, this problem
doesn’t appear very often; consequently, the
effect over the quantity of computational
resources used by the system is negligible.
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4.2 Decomposition Module
Decomposition
Module
has
three
components:
Semantic
Descriptions
Dictionary, Decomposition Agent, and
Semantic Descriptions Generator Agent.
Semantic Descriptions Dictionary contains
all the semantic descriptions that have been
used, in the past, by the system, decreasingly
ordered by importance (see, Algorithm 2).
Given the semantic description SD, Semantic
Descriptions Generator Agent generates, if
asked by Decomposition Agent, semantic
descriptions using some of the words within
the semantic description SD.
Decomposition Agent must offer to
Processing Agent a decomposition of the
semantic description SD: first it searches in
the Semantic Description Dictionary
semantic descriptions that match with SD or
with parts of SD, starting with the most
trusted semantic descriptions; if, after this
process, the decomposition is not complete, it
asks Semantic Descriptions Generator Agent
to generate disjoint semantic descriptions (in
terms of similar words) using the words
provided
by
Decomposition
Agent.
Decomposition Agent communicates with
Processing Agent in order to solve words
comparison (equality or inequality) or
semantic descriptions comparisons (equality
or inequality).
4.3 Semantic Descriptions Comparing
Module
Semantic Descriptions Comparing Module
has one component: Semantic Descriptions
Comparing Agent. This agent compares two
semantic descriptions (vectors of NC
elements) in the same way in which two
elements of the set ( R* ) NC are compared. It
receives from Processing Agent the two
semantic descriptions and it sends back the
result of the comparison.
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Feedback Module
Semantic Descriptions Dictionary
Updating Agent

Feedback Agent

Processing
Module

Decomposition Module
Semantic Descriptions Dictionary

Decomposition
Agent

Semantic Descriptions
Generator Agent

Semantic Descriptions Comparing Module
SD

Semantic Descriptions Comparing Agent

Words Module
Dec
Processing
Agent
CD

Words Inequality
Comparing Agent

Ontology

Words Equality
Comparing Agent

Dictionary

Words
Searching Agent
Semantic Descriptions Approximation Module
Semantic Descriptions Approximating Agent

Composition Module
Composition Agent

Semantic Web Services Module
Semantic Web Services
Searching Agent

Semantic Web Services
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Fig. 1. System structure
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4.4 Words Module
Words Module has 5 components:
Dictionary, Ontology, Words Inequality
Comparing
Agent,
Words
Equality
Comparing Agent, and Words Searching
Agent. Dictionary contains the words
permitted by the system, grouped in classes
of words with the same meaning. Ontology
describes the inequality relations between the
meanings corresponding to the classes of
words from Dictionary, i.e. it provides all the
meanings pairs ( meaning 1 , meaning 2 ) where
meaning 2 is more general than meaning 1
(the meaning of the word animal is more
general than the meaning of the word cat).
Words Inequality Comparing Agent receives
two words from Processing Agent, searches
into Ontology, and finds the inequality
relation between the two words, if such a
relation exists. Words Equality Agent
receives two words from Processing Agent,
searches into Dictionary, and verifies if the
two words belong to the same class from
Dictionary (i.e. the two words have the same
meaning). Words Searching Agent receives a
word from Processing Agent, searches into
Dictionary, and finds the corresponding class
of that word.
4.5 Semantic Descriptions Approximation
Module
Semantic
Descriptions
Approximation
Module has a single component: Semantic
Descriptions Approximating Agent. This
agent receives from Processing Agent a
semantic description, two indexes, and the
approximation type needed (type 1 or type 2)
and returns the approximation of that
semantic description.
4.6 Composition Module
Composition Module has a single
component: Composition Agent. This agent
receives from Processing Agent a
decomposition of the semantic description
SD, and the information necessary for
directly finding (i.e. without searching) the
semantic web services (that correspond to the
elementary semantic descriptions from the
decomposition) in Semantic Web Services
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Library, makes the composition of these
semantic web services, and returns the
complete description CD of the composed
semantic web service.
4.7 Semantic Web Services Module
Semantic Web Services Module has 2
components: Semantic Web Services Library
and Semantic Web Services Searching Agent.
Semantic Web Services Library is the library
of semantic web services available to be used
by the software system. Semantic Web
Services Searching Agent has two roles: 1) it
receives from Processing Agent a semantic
description, searches into Semantic Web
Services Library for the corresponding
semantic web service, and if the service was
found, it returns the information related to
the position of the service in the library; 2) it
receives from Composition Agent a semantic
description of a semantic web service and the
information related to the position of the
semantic web service in Semantic Web
Services Library, and returns the complete
description of that service.
4.8 Feedback Module
Feedback Module has 2 components:
Feedback Agent and Semantic Descriptions
Dictionary Updating Agent. After Processing
Agent sends to the user the complete
description CD, Feedback Agent receives
from the user a feedback message FB that
contains some information related to the last
process of generating a composed semantic
web service related to the semantic
description SD. If the result was accepted by
the user, then the process of generating the
composed semantic web service stops. If the
result is not sufficiently good, then the
process continues in order to solve the
problems related to some parts of the
semantic description SD. In both cases,
Feedback Agent announces the situation to
Processing Agent. We consider that, when
the result is not sufficiently good, some parts
of the semantic description SD were not
correctly translated in terms of semantic web
services from Semantic Web Services
Library.
DOI: 10.12948/issn14531305/18.2.2014.07
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Semantic Descriptions Dictionary Updating
Agent receives from Feedback Agent the
feedback message FB and modifies Semantic
Descriptions Dictionary after the following
rules: 1) if an elementary semantic
description from the decomposition of SD
was accepted by the user, then the agent
searches for that description into Semantic
Descriptions Dictionary: if the description is
found then its trust coefficient is
incremented; if the description is not found
then the description is added to Semantic
Description Dictionary and an initial trust
coefficient is associated to the description; 2)
if an elementary semantic description from
the decomposition of SD was not accepted by
the user, then Semantic Descriptions
Dictionary is not modified with respect to
that semantic description.
5 Main Algorithms
This section presents the main algorithm that
describes the functionality of the system and
the algorithms that describe the learning
process of the system.
Dictionary contains words grouped by
meaning in equivalence classes, Ontology
contains the relations in terms of semantic
inequalities between the representative words
of the classes from Dictionary, and Semantic
Descriptions Dictionary contains semantic
descriptions as vectors of NC positive real
numbers (see, Remark 1). The semantic
descriptions from Semantic Descriptions
Dictionary are decreasingly ordered by the
trust coefficient (i.e. by importance).
For the algorithms we will use the following
notations:
- SD: the initial semantic description
represented in the form discussed in Remark
1
- SDD: Semantic Descriptions Dictionary
- SWSLib: Semantic Web Services Library
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- SWS: the composed semantic web service
that corresponds to the semantic description
SD
5.1 The algorithm that describes the
functionality of the system
Algorithm 1 represents the main algorithm
used by the software system. In lines 3-6 the
system searches for semantic descriptions in
SDD that are included in the semantic
description SD. If the entire semantic
description SD could be represented using
such semantic descriptions, then the
decomposition process finishes. Otherwise,
in lines 7-12, the system searches for
semantic descriptions in SDD that
approximate semantic descriptions included
in SD.
If SD is still not empty, then in lines 13-30,
the system generates a decomposition of SD
and then it searches for the available
semantic descriptions in SWSLib that
matches exact or approximate the
descriptions from the decomposition. It is
possible that this part of the algorithm
behaves like an infinite loop. For this reason,
two temporal limits were added to the
algorithm: ‘limit’ and ‘finalLimit’. After this
step of the algorithm we have two possible
outcomes: 1) if SD1 is empty, then the
system created a complete decomposition of
SD; 2) if SD1 is not empty, then the system
created only a partial decomposition of SD.
In lines 31-36 the system sends the
decomposition Dec to the user. If the answer
of the user is negative then the system
applies again the decomposition steps from
lines 3-30 in order to correct the parts of Dec
that were not satisfactory. If the answer of
the user is affirmative, then, in lines 37-38,
the system creates the composed semantic
web service that corresponds to the semantic
description SD and it sends the composed
service to the user.
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1: MainAlgorithm(SemanticDescription) {
2: SD = Words2Function(SemanticDescription)
3: for-each SDi in SDD, from the highest to the lowest trust coefficient
4:
while (SDi is a part of SD) {
5:
extract SDi from SD
6:
add SDi to the decomposition Dec }
7: if (SD is not empty) {
8:
for-each SDj in SDD, from the highest to the lowest trust coefficient
9:
if (SDj is an approximation of SD) {
10:
add SDj to the decomposition Dec
11:
SD = empty
12:
break }
13:
SD1 = SD
14:
while ((SD1 is not empty) and (time_in_while < finalLimit)) {
15:
Dec1 = generate a decomposition of SD1
16:
for-each SDk in Dec1 {
17:
if(SDk in SWSLib) {
18:
extract SDk from Dec1
19:
add SDk to the decomposition Dec }
20:
if(SDk in Dec1)
21:
if(SDk has an approximation in SWSLib) {
22:
extract SDk from Dec1
23:
add SDk to the decomposition Dec }}
24:
if(Dec1 is empty)
25:
SD1 = empty
26:
else if(time_for_the_same_SD1 < limit)
27:
SD1 = the description formed using the descriptions in Dec1
28:
else {
29:
SD1 = SD
30:
remove from Dec all SDk put in Dec during while }
31: send Dec to user
32: while(negative answer from user) {
33:
update SDD
34:
run lines 3-30 for the parts of Dec that are not satisfactory
35:
modify Dec
36:
send Dec to user }
37: SWS = compose(Dec)
38: send SWS to user
Algorithm 1. The algorithm that describes the functionality of the system
The system learns from the interactions with
the human user. At the beginning the
Semantic Descriptions Dictionary is empty.
After several decomposition processes the
system becomes sufficiently “intelligent” to
propose
decompositions
with
minor
problems. Once the system has a certain
experience in decomposing semantic
descriptions, it will offer high quality
decompositions, and with each mistake,

thanks to the interaction with the user, it will
perform even better.
5.2. The Algorithms that Describe the
Learning Process of the System
The learning process consists of two parts:
- learning the importance of each semantic
description that it uses, information stored in
the Semantic Descriptions Dictionary; this
process is described in Algorithm 2;
DOI: 10.12948/issn14531305/18.2.2014.07
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- learning the best semantic web service that
corresponds to each semantic description that
it has ever used, if there are several semantic
web services that correspond to this semantic
description; this process is described in
Algorithm 3.
Learning the importance of each semantic
description that it uses
The system is trained by a human user for
several sets of tests until it obtain a
performance superior to a given bound. This
type of learning process is can be done only
during the training period. A step of the
learning process takes place when the agent
sends the proposed decomposition of the
initial semantic description to the human user
for acceptance. In Algorithm 2, we present
this type of interaction between the system
and the human user.
1: SDDLearningAlgorithm(Dec){
2:
Response = sendToHumanUser(Dec)
3:
for-each SDi in Dec{
4:
if(Response(SDi) = affirmative){
5:
if SDi in SDD
6:
increaseScoreInSDD(SDi)
7:
else{
8:
add(SDi, SDD)
9:
initScoreInSDD(SDi)
}}}}
Algorithm 2. SDD Learning Algorithm
If the human user accepts the decomposition
Dec, then for all the components of Dec the
importance is increased in the Semantic
Descriptions Dictionary (SDD): if a
component is not in the SDD then it is added
and its score is initialized; if a component is
already in the SDD then its score is
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increased. If the human rejects the
decomposition, then, for the correct
components, the importance is increased in
the Semantic Descriptions Dictionary as
specified above, and for the incorrect
components there is no change with respect
to the importance in the SDD.
Learning the best semantic web service for
a given semantic description
This type of learning process is done,
occasionally, when the system needs to
consult the human user. When the system
uses a semantic description that corresponds
to several semantic web services from the
Semantic Web Services Library (SWSLib) it
uses the following rules:
- if it never used that semantic description
before, it asks the human user about the
decision problem, initialize a ranking of
semantic web services for that semantic
description and uses the service with the
highest score in the ranking;
- if the number of times that it used that
semantic description is below a given bound
B then it asks the human user about the
decision problem, re-computes the ranking of
semantic web services for that semantic
description using the information that it
already had and the information received
from the user; then, it uses the service
indicated by the human user;
- if the number of times that it used that
semantic description is superior to B then the
system uses the service with the highest score
from the ranking of semantic web services
that corresponds to that semantic description.
In Algorithm 3, we present this type of
learning process:

1: BestSWSLearningAlgorithm(SD){
2:
Services = SWSsForSDfromSWSLib(SD)
3:
if(card(Services) > 1){
4:
if(noTimes(SD) = 1){
5:
Response = askHumanUser(SD, Services)
6:
initRanking(SD, Services, Response)
7:
return service(Response)}
8:
else if (noTimes(SD) < B){
9:
Response = askHumanUser(SD, Services)
DOI: 10.12948/issn14531305/18.2.2014.07
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10:
recomputeRanking(SD, Services, Response)
11:
return service(Response)}
12:
else if (noTimes(SD) = B)
13:
return serviceWithHighestScore(SD)}
14:
return firstElement(Services) }
Algorithm 3. Learning the best SWS for a given semantic description
In the next section, we present an example of
using the system proposed in this paper.
6 An Example of Using the Proposed System
In this section we present an example of
using the system proposed in this paper for
solving the problem of generating a web
service by decomposing its semantic
description. Starting from the “traveling

scenario” presented in [15] and from the
BravoAir service [16], we have created a
simple traveling scenario: consider that a
person wants to travel to another city and for
this reason he wants to make a flight
reservation, a car reservation, and a hotel
reservation. The initial semantic description
of a semantic web service that can
accomplish this composed task is presented
in Table 1:

Table 1. The initial semantic description expressed in words
This service offers flight reservation, car reservation, and hotel reservation
For simplicity, in this example we consider
that the semantic description contains only a
brief description of the task that the
corresponding semantic web service can
accomplish. Nevertheless, our system can
also work with full information semantic
descriptions.

Consider that we have 1000 equivalence
classes in the dictionary D. In Table 2 we
show the meaning of the words of our initial
semantic description. The initial semantic
description, expressed using complexity
functions, which corresponds to the semantic
description from Table 1 has the following
form (see (7)):

 n  1,
(n mod * 1000 )  {24, 123, 152, 743}
sd ( n )  
(7)
otherwise
1 /( n  1),

The non-zero values of the noApp function,
which we need, are the following (see (8)):
noApp ( sd , 24)  1; noApp ( sd , 123)  1;
noApp ( sd , 152 )  1; noApp ( sd , 743)  3

(8)

Table 2. The meaning of the words of the initial semantic description
Word
Meaning
this
service
offers
flight
reservation
car

123
743
24
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reservation
and
hotel
reservation

743
152
743

The Semantic Web Services Library is
presented in Table 3:
Table 3. The Semantic Web Services Library
SWS Semantic Description
SWS Name
…
This service provides flight reservations
This service provides flight reservations
The service offers flight reservation
…
The service provides hotel reservation
…
This service offers car reservation
The service provides car reservation
…
The service offers hotel car
…
The service provides reservations
…
The three semantic web services that offer
flight reservation have the same semantic
description, which is represented in (9). The
semantic description of the semantic web
service that offers hotel reservations is

…
FlightReservation1
FlightReservation2
FlightReservation3
…
HotelReservation1
…
CarReservation1
CarReservation2
…
HotelCar1
…
Reservations1
…

represented in (10). The two semantic web
services that offer car reservations have the
same semantic description, which is
represented in (11).

 n  1,
(n mod * 1000 )  {123, 743}
sd1 (n )  
(9)
otherwise
1 /(n  1),

 n  1,
(n mod * 1000 )  {152, 743}
sd 2 (n )  
(10)
otherwise
1 /(n  1),
 n  1,
(n mod * 1000 )  {24, 743}
sd 3 (n )  
(11)
otherwise
1 /(n  1),
The non-zero values of the noApp function,
which we need, are the following (see (12)):

noApp ( sd 1 , 123)  1; noApp ( sd 1 , 743)  1;
noApp ( sd 2 , 152 )  1; noApp ( sd 2 , 743)  1;
noApp ( sd 3 , 24)  1; noApp ( sd 3 , 743)  1
(12)
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We consider an intermediate case when our
system can solve without human intervention
a part of the decomposition, based of the
information that it already learned from the
human user; for the other part of the
decomposition, the human intervention is
necessary.
We consider that the Semantic Descriptions
Dictionary contains the semantic description

sd 1 . Also, we consider that sd 1 has already
been used for several times; therefore, the
system already knows the best semantic web
service that corresponds to sd 1 ; suppose that
sd 1
the
best
service
for
is
FlightReservation1. The semantic description
sd 1 will be eliminated from sd and added to
the decomposition. The new form of sd is the
following (see (13), (14)):

 n  1,
( n mod * 1000 )  {24, 152, 743}
(13)
sd (n )  
1
/(
n

1
),
otherwise

noApp ( sd , 24)  1; noApp ( sd , 152 )  1; noApp ( sd , 743)  2 (14)

In this moment, the system must generate
decomposition, because it has no useful
information related to the most probable
decomposition. Suppose that it proposes to
the
user
the
decomposition:
sd
sd1 , sd 4 , sd5 , sd5 , where
4 and sd 5 are

presented in (14), (15), (16). We assume that
the system has found in the Semantic Web
Services Library the semantic web services
sd 4
that correspond to
and
sd5 .

 n  1,
(n mod * 1000 )  {24, 152}
sd 4 (n )  
(15)
otherwise
1 /(n  1),
 n  1,
(n mod * 1000 )  743
sd 5 ( n )  
(16)
otherwise
1 /(n  1),

The human user rejects the decomposition
proposed by the system. Next, assume that
the new decomposition proposed by the
system is sd1 , sd 2 , sd3 . The user accepts this
new decomposition. The system finds in the
Semantic Web Services Library the service
HotelReservation1 that corresponds to sd 2
and two semantic web services that
correspond to sd3 . Therefore, the system
must ask the human user for the best service

with respect to this semantic description;
suppose that the best choice is
CarReservation2.
The composition workflow obtained by the
system is presented in Table 4. For putting
the semantic web services of the workflow in
the correct order, the system must also
analyze the initial semantic description
expressed in words.

Table 4. The composition workflow
FlightReservation1, CarReservation2, HotelReservation1
In this example, the system needed two
human
interventions.
After
learning
sufficient semantic information from the

human user, the system will be able to solve
this problem using only its own reasoning
capacities.
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7 Experimental Results
In this section we present several
experimental results based on the example
presented in the previous section. We
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consider in the set of words W only words
with reach semantics. The modified version
of the initial semantic description from Table
1 is presented in Table 5:

Table 5. The initial semantic description expressed in words (basic form)
flight reservation car reservation hotel reservation
We will call this form the basic form: this
form contains only the words with reach
semantics (i.e. words relevant for the
knowledge domain). We use the notation
SDBF for this basic form. The meanings of
the words from SDBF are presented in Table
2. The system will use the representation of a
semantic description discussed in Remark 1.
To easy the way a semantic description
expressed using complexity functions is
presented to the user, we introduce a new
way of representing a semantic description
(used only for displaying purposes): we
consider only the equivalence classes Ci
with the property from (17):

w  SDBF such that w  Ci (17)

For each such equivalence class we use a 3tuple: (index, value, classNoApp), where
index is the index of the equivalence class,
value is (index + 1), and classNoApp is the
number of words from SDBF contained in
that equivalence class (for approximations of
type 1, the system sometimes uses value =
(index + 1)2, see for details [12]; thus, it is
not redundancy the use of (index, index + 1,
...) for an equivalence class for exact
semantic descriptions). The first element of
the description is the number of the classes
used for the description. We call this type of
description user-style semantic description.
As an example we will first present the initial
semantic description expressed using
complexity functions, as in (7) and (8):

 n  1,
(n mod * 1000 )  {24, 123, 152, 743}
sd ( n )  
otherwise
1 /( n  1),
noApp ( sd , 24)  1; noApp ( sd , 123)  1;
noApp ( sd , 152 )  1; noApp ( sd , 743)  3

The corresponding user-style semantic
description is presented in Table 6:
Table 6. The user-style semantic description of SDBF
4 24 25 1 123 124 1 152 153 1 743 744 3
Our experimental results will follow the
same scenario used in the example presented
the previous section: a part of the
decomposition can be made by our system
without human intervention and another part
needs some information from the human
user; the human intervention may be
necessary for the decomposition process and
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for finding the best semantic web service for
a given semantic description.
We modify the semantic web services from
the Semantic Web Services Library (see
Table 3) in order to use the basic form of a
semantic description. For this new form, see
Table 7.
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Table 7. The Semantic Web Service Library (basic forms)
SWS Semantic Description
SWS Name
…
flight reservations
flight reservations
flight reservation
…
hotel reservation
…
car reservation
car reservation
…
hotel car
…
reservations
…

…
FlightReservation1
FlightReservation2
FlightReservation3
…
HotelReservation1
…
CarReservation1
CarReservation2
…
HotelCar1
…
Reservations1
…

In Table 8 we present some information from
SDD (Semantic Descriptions Dictionary).
The semantic descriptions are sorted
decreasingly according to the values
associated
to
them.
The
semantic
descriptions with the highest values are the

first semantic descriptions used by the
system. In other words, the value of a
semantic description represents the priority
associated to it by the system (high priority
means high value).

Table 8. Some information from SDD
Value
Semantic Description
…
10
…
5
…
4
…
3
…
2
…

…
2 123 124 1 743 744 1
…
2 152 153 1 24 25 1
…
1 743 744 1
…
2 24 25 1 743 744 1
…
2 152 153 1 743 744 1
…

The type of a semantic web service can be: 0
– if the match is exact, 1 – for approximation
of type 1, and 2 -for approximation of type 2.

For the given initial semantic description, the
behavior of our system is presented in Table
9:

Table 9. Experimental results
Initial SD Length: 6
flight reservation car reservation hotel reservation
The solution for the initial semantic description
DOI: 10.12948/issn14531305/18.2.2014.07
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SD 1: 1 743 744 1 -> type: 0
SD 2: 1 743 744 1 -> type: 0
SD 3: 2 123 124 1 743 744 1 -> type: 0
SD 4: 2 24 25 1 152 153 1 -> type: 0
Your response (1: accept / 0: reject) is:
SD 1: 0
SD 2: 0
SD 3: 1
SD 4: 0
What is the best SWS for the SD: 2 24 25 1 743 744 1 ?
The choices are the following: CarReservation1(1) CarReservation2(2)
The best choice is (1-2): 2
The solution for the initial semantic description:
SD 1: 2 123 124 1 743 744 1 -> type: 0
SD 2: 2 24 25 1 743 744 1 -> type: 0
SD 3: 2 152 153 1 743 744 1 -> type: 0
Your response (1: accept / 0: reject) is:
SD 1: 1 (already validated)
SD 2: 1
SD 3: 1
Initial SD Length: 6
flight reservation car reservation hotel reservation
The result of the composition is the following (swsName (type)):
(Type: 0 – exact matching, 1 – approx type 1, 2 – approx type 2)
FlightReservation1 (0); CarReservation2 (0); HotelReservation1 (0);

The system already had the information
related to the best semantic web service for
the semantic description: 2 123 124 1 743
744 1; for the semantic description 2 152 153
1 743 744 1 there was only one semantic web
service in the Semantic Web Service Library;
for the semantic description 2 24 25 1 743
744 1 the system found two semantic web
services in the Semantic Web Services
Library, and for this reason it asked the
human user to choose one of the two
services.
This example is focused only on exact
matching. The system is also capable of
using semantic description approximations;
this feature of the system is especially useful
when using a big number of semantic web
DOI: 10.12948/issn14531305/18.2.2014.07

services and a big number of semantic
descriptions. By using semantic description
approximations, the system minimizes the
time necessary for finding a solution; we
consider that an exact solution that takes to
much time to be obtained is weaker than an
approximate solution obtained faster.
8 Conclusions
In this paper we proposed a multi-agent system for the composition of semantic web services. Our system uses the semantic descriptions representation method proposed by use
in [12]. This design decision has an important advantage: our system represents the
semantic descriptions using numbers, while
most of the systems proposed in the literature
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for the composition of semantic web services
use words for representing the semantic descriptions. Thus, our system has an advantage related to the running time.
On the other hand, given a knowledge domain, our system can be seen initially as
semi-automatic. Then, using two learning algorithms, it gathers all the information needed related to that knowledge domain, and after several uses, the system can perform automatic compositions of semantic web services. In other words, given a certain
knowledge domain, after a period of training,
our system becomes automatic.
As future work, one can test the system for
various knowledge domains, in order to see
for which types of knowledge domains the
system works better. Another future work
can be the analysis of the training period of
the system depending of the dimension of the
knowledge domain, given a certain type of
knowledge domain.
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